
VIPER EVAPORATOR CLEANER
Non-rinsing evaporator coil cleaner & deodoriser

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Think of Viper Evaporator Cleaner as up to 34 litres of Viper Evap+ crammed into a 

tough, space-saving and easily portable soft pack for ultimate convenience, with the 

added benefit of a no-mess easy pour cap.

It is a non-rinsing pure concentrate with specialty detergents that attack stubborn, 

heavily embedded grease, grime and dirt, plus proprietary slow-release enzymes to 

destroy and prevent odour-causing bacterial growth. This 2-in-1 product eliminates 

the cost and hassle of needing a separate cleaner and treatment, is all-natural, non-

flammable, non-toxic, non-irritating, pH neutral, biodegradable and food industry 

compliant (NSF certified).

USED WHERE

HVACR evaporators.

See Where to Use on pages 31-34.

USED HOW

Visit SuperCool.com.au or scan the QR code below to access the Technical Data Sheet 

for Viper Evaporator Cleaner.

FAST FACTS

• The enzymes in Viper Evaporator Cleaner break up protein, fats, oils, 

carbohydrates, tobacco sludge and the biological films that cause smelly 

evaporator syndrome

• Viper Evaporator Cleaner works especially well in cold conditions and the enzymes 

continue to clean even after the detergent is depleted, making it especially effective 

on big or small evaporators that produce lots of condensation

• Drain pan and lines are also cleaned by Viper Evaporator Cleaner and the 

enzymes prevent future dirt and grime build-up. The sister product for treating 

highly soiled drains and pans is Viper Pan & Drain Treatment (RT800S)
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Deodoriser
Contains enzymes that 

break down odour-

causing bacteria

Certified
NSF, EPA, Kosher, 

biodegradable and 

eco-friendly 

Non-rinsing
Slow release, enzyme-

based chemical; just 

spray and walk away

Micro-channel
OEM approved for 

aluminium and micro-

channel coils

No Odours
Does not contain any 

added fragrances or 

produce toxic fumes

Food Safe
Approved for use in 

all food processing 

areas

VENOM
 

PACK TM

Evaporators
The ultimate enzyme-

based cleaner for big, 

hard-working evaporators

Part number: RT320V

Technical Data Sheet

Makes up 

to 34 litres34
Litres

Compact, durable 
soft pack

Easy to carry, 
simple to store

No-mess 
pour

Cost-effective 
pure concentrate

34
Litres


